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Synopsis
Microsoft edge is the new web browser designed and unveiled by Microsoft in January of 2015 and first released to the public in March of the same year. Developed under the codename “Project Spartan™”, Microsoft Edge is expected to replace the current Internet Explorer and serve as the default web browser for smart devices, such as PCs, tablets and phones that sport the new Windows 10. Users of the current internet explorer have been reassured, that due to the need to maintain compatibility with older model devices, that browser will be stay in production. Despite its relatively new status on the market, the reviews on its performance and on user expectations are widespread. Reviews include improved performance of JavaScript as well as improved speed when compared to current browsers on the market. Other positive reviews on the product include the ability to write on pages, locate items on the web with improved speed and to enjoy a site with minimized advertisements.
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Customer Reviews
Save your money. I read this book in less than ten minutes and didn't learn anything about the new features in Microsoft Edge. This book mainly lists the history of where the browser came from and names a few features without explaining how to uses them. The booklet (too short to call it a book) looks like it was printed on a dot matrix printer. The best description is Cheap, Cheap, Cheap. the author should be ashamed of himself for passing this junk off as a users guide. My recommendation - DON'T BUY THIS BOOK! Worst $10 I ever spent.
From title of the book, I expected actual help with the new features. Instead you only get a description of what Edge will be offering. This could have been written two or three years ago. That's how general the information is. This booklet is a total waste of time and money.

worthless con job. shame on for selling this crapa brief -- very brief -- description of a product.no info on how to use was looking for a "dummies-style" book -- this certainly is not that kind of a helpful training manual.

Read his review before you waste your money. You have already gotten more useful information than this "guide" offers. It is no more than a vague list of features and offers zero guidance.

This is just a list of assertions and no details. I was disappointed to find no real details or examples. I know no more after reading this, than I did before.
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